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Abstrnct 

This paper studies the ejfects of inflation on the operation of financia[ 
ma1·kets, showing, fo a simple partía[ eqttilibrfom model, how the ability of 
fin.ancial intermediaries to screen among heterogenotts firms is 1--edttced as 
inflation rises . 

1 Introduction 

Although there has been considerable work on the eífects oí inflation on economic 

activity and welfare, policymakers remain skeptical about which are the most relevant 

answers. Following Friedman (1969) celebrated prescription of zero nominal interest 

rate to insure full liquidity, many economists have analyzed the effects of inflation on 

the ability of money to provide liquidity services. Others have argued that the most 

important effect of inflation is through its effects on uncertainty, although generally 

informal, the argument is that inflation is a proxy for the <legree of macroeconomic 

uncertainty, which in turn, reduces the incentives to invest and save. Finally, t.he 

frictions that inflation induces in the trading process, has been studied in the context 

of search theory. Despite the solid microfoundations of this approach, the results are 

rather disappointing, since the welfare e[ects of inflation are generally ambiguous 

(e.g., Bénabou (1992)). 
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An area that has received little attention, but that seems to be well known by 

practitioners- specially in high-inflation countries- , is the effects of inflation on the 

functioning of financial markets and their ability to channel funds to the most efficient 

activities. Indeed, one of the most visible effects after the Cavallo plan in Argentina 

was the reemergence of credit to the private sector. Sharp contractions of credit are 

also usually observed in experiences of extreme inflation. 

There are severa! channels through which inflation may affect the functioning of 

credit markets. An important mechanism is that the amount of funda that banks 

have available to lend may fall with inflation. For example, prívate agents may be 

discouraged to hold deposita, and thus, the supply of funds may decline (Azariadis and 

Smith (1993)). However, the decline of credit seems to be sharper than the decline in 

deposits, which suggests that there are also important effects on the demand side, that 

may create sorne forro of credit rationing. Indeed, the decline of credit availability 

occur despite the existence of deposit ini¡urance and iude.xed •instruments. McKinnon 

(1991) has also argued that distortions in the financial markets stemming from rrióral 

hazard ·and adverse selection problems, gencrating credit rationing as that of ~tjglit_z 

and Weiss (1981), may be exacerbate<l in an unstable macroeconomic environment. 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a formal model that links inflation and the 

operation of financia! markets. Ba.sed on the conventional wisdom. is that inflation 

increases uncertainty, it can be argued that banks face more difficulties fo distin

guishing the riskiness of different customérs as inflation rises. This reasoning is the 

key of out analysis·, but· we argue that the difficulties o(financial intermediaries to 

distinguish among clients stem from the incentives that risky customers have to act 

as safe customers in order to receive better credit arrangcments. 

We present a model where there are two typcs of firms. One type of firms is 

more··productive and safe, while the other is more risky and unproductive. A central 

element of our model is that infiation makes both types of firms to look more similar. 

For example, the productivity of safe firms may decline with inflation, or dueto higher 

search costs the demand of riskier firms may increase relative to that of safe firms. 

We show that when inflation is low, there is a fully revealing ~quilibrium, in which 

banks can perfectly identify each type of firm and charge interest rate according to 

theit own 'riskiness. However,· as •inflation rises, low-produc'tivity firms have more 

incentives to look like high-productivity firms in order to pay a lower interest rate. 
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On the other hand, high-produotivity firms have less incentives to signal that they 

are of the good type. Thus, high inflation may induce a pooling equilibrium in which 

banks are unable to distinguish the type of each firm . 

The paper follows in three sections. Section 2 presents the basic model. In section 

3 we describe the equilibrium, and the eITects of inflation in the type of equilibria 

(separating versus pooling). Finally, section 4 presents the conclusions. 

2 The Model 

In this section we present a simple partial equilibrium model that captures the in

formational problems induced by inflation alluded in the introduction. In order to 

provide a mínimum frarnework to illustrate our approach, we postulate the demand 

functions and assume that real wages do not change with inflation. 

2.1 Firms 

There are two type of firms, indexed by i = h and l, to denote high and low, respec

tively, productivity an<l demand. For convenience, henceforth, they are called h-firrns 

and 1-firms. The mass of firms is normalízed to 1 and h-firms represent a fractíon a 

of the total. 

Each firm is a monopolist that faces the following demand function: 

y¡ = n¡p¡ - e for i = h,l, ( 1) 

where € > 1, to insure an interior solution to the monopolist's problem. The parame

ter n¡ corresponds to a scale parameter of the demand function, and we assume that 

nh > n,, which implies that for the same price h-firms face more demand than 1-firms. 

Labor is the only factor of production and each firm produces according to the 

following production function: 

(2) 

where f is labor and a¡ its marginal productivity. h-firms are also more productive, 

thus ah> a,. 

Wages (w) have to be paid before pro<luction is sold. Thus, firrns need working 

capital to initiate production. As discussed later, if banks are ·able to distinguish 
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the type of firms they will charge different interest rates sinc;:e firms' probabilities of . 

default are different. The interest factor (interest payment plus principal) applied to 

i-firms (i = h, l) when each firm reveals its type is denoted by r¡ . 

When financial intermediaries can perfectly identify the type of each firm, firrns 

will solve the following ~ptimization problem: 

maxn,i/i(a•f. •)(i- t)/i - r·wf· 
l¡ ' ' ' ' , . 

(3) 

The optima} solution to this problem, which we call unrestricted optimum, is given 

by: 

(4) 

and profits are 

(5) 

2.2 The effects of_inflation on firms 

A crucial assumption we make is that n 's are a function of the rate of infl.ation. More 

precisely, we assume that as inflation rises the difference between the demand for 

h-firms goods and l-firrns goods becomes smaller. As a normalization, and without 

loss oí generality, we set nh = 1 and n¡ = n(1r), where 1r is the rate of inflation, 

O < n < 1, n' > O and limir-+oo n = 1. The importance of this assumption is that 

inflation reduces the "profitability" gap between high- and low-productivity firms. 

This 'á.ssumption can be justified in a search-theoretic framework (De Gregorio and 

Sturzenegger (1993)). Suppose that consumers have to search before buying a good 

and''they face high- and a low-productivity firms, and consequently low- and high

price stores. If infl.ation is high, consumers become eager to huy, thereby increasing 

the average reservation value at which they decide to huy. Consequently, the rela

tive demand for goods from the low-productivity firms increases with respect to the 

demand for goods from the high-productivity firms. 

Another dimension in which h- and 1-firms are different is in their productivity. 

Thus, an alternative approach to model the effects of inflation would _be to assume that 

n is. the ~ame across firrns, but inflation affects the marginal productivity of labor, a 's, 
. ' ' . ' 
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in such a way that the differential ª" - a1 falls with inflation. This case would occur in 

an economy where there are two types of firms: one that has comparative advantage in 

producing goods (h-firms) and the other cornparative advantage in avoiding the costs 

of inflation (l-firms). Thus, by summarizing this productive advantages inª" - a,, one 

can justify why this diff~rence declines with infl~tion. The analysis is similar to the 

case of difference in n, since in both cases inflation makes firms to be more similar. 

Our main concern in this paper is with the relative position of h-and l-firms, and 

hence, we do not focus on the levels of the parameters. For example, in an environment 

where inflation affects negatively economic activity, we would expect not only the 

difference between nh and n,, or alternatively between ª" and a1, decline, but the 

values of all those parameters also decline. 

2.3 Financia! intermediaries 

Financia! institutions are perfectly cornpetitive and off er debt contracts, i.e. they 

offer to lend at a given interest rate, which will be given by a zero profits condition. 

Banks obtain their funds from an infinitely elastic supply ( e.g., foreign investors) . 

at an interest factor equal to p. h-firrns always pay the loan, and if .they can be 

unequivocally identifi.ed by banks, they will be charged an interest rate rh = p. In 

contrast, 1-firms default with probability 1 - q. Default is the result of a bad draw 

that makes l-firms completely unproductive, making them unable to repay any part 

of the loan.1 Therefore, the zero profi.t condition for banks on loans to l-firms irn'plies 

that the interest rate is r, = p / q. 

Firms' type is prívate information: only individual firrns know their own type, and 

it cannot be verified by banks. Therefore, whenever the equilibrium does not induce 

firms to reveal their type, banks will charge a uniform interest rate to all firms (f), 

which is given by: 
- p r =-----. 

a+ (1 - a)q 
(6) 

1 Implicitly our analyaia asswnes that /-firms maximize expected profits, a.nd with probability 1 - q they earn zero 

profita. Therefore, they only care about profita in the event that they do not (ail, 
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2.4 Firms again 

Since rh < r < r1, 1-firms have the incentive to look like h-firms, since they will he 
charged a lower interest rate. However, 1-firms need to a.et as h-firms in order to 

be chnrged a lower interest rate. In particular, they need to npply for a loan of the . 

se.me size as that of h-firms: 1-firms can reduce their interest payments at the cost of 

having a larger loan. We assume that banks can monitor employment, and therefo_re 

for given a loan L, 1-fi.rms ha.ve to hire L/w units of labor. Then, 1-firms' decision of 

whether or not to mimic h-firms will depend on the tradeoff between receiving a low 

interest rate and requesting an excessive amount of credit. 

Since h-firms produce aheh units of goods, the following condition has to be satisfied 

in order for 1-firms to be wilHng to mimic ( demanding a loan of the same magnitude) 

h-firms: 

(7) 

Condition (7) establishes that 1-firms will prefer to mimic h-firms whenever profit.s 

obtairied by producing the same as h-firms are greater than prodt!,cing at a lévél 

equal to the fully revealing optimum. The LHS of (7) is decreasiñg, in eh, by the 

concavity of profi.ts and beca.use e¡ < eh.2 Thcrefore, equality in eq4a:tion (7) defines 
' . 

the maximum value of eh, denoted by l, at which 1-firms prefer a pooling equilibriurn, 

becatise the benefits from paying a lower interest rate more than offset the costs of 

overproduction. Then, lis defined by:3 

(8) 

When lis less than eh, the unrestricted optimal decisión of h-firms prevents 1-firm§ 

from acting like h-firms, that is, h-firms do not need to expand their borrowing and 

employment beyond the unrestricted optimum in order to be distinguished from 1-
firms. Consequently the value of eh that maximizes profits of h-firms when they want 

to prevent 1-firms from pooling is: 

e = { l íor ~ > fii 
h lii for e ~ eh. 

(9) 

2 As should be clear later, h-fums will produce at least ahli,, since in order to signa! their type they may choose a 

level o{ employment greater than l.i,, lllld consequently, we can focu.s in cases where lh ~ l.i, ~ li. 
3 For all l.h > l equation (7) does not hold and 1-fums do not want to pool. Since signa\ing is costly Cor h-firm.s, 

they will never cl1oose employment greater than l 
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Finally, given this va)ue of eh we can ask the following question: Under which con

ditions h-firms will pref~r to sepárale from l-firms? The coridition for this to happen 

is that profits from overproducing an amount that prevents 1-firms from mimicking 

are greater than profits in a pooling equilibrium. Formally, this condition is: 

(10) 

Again, since the LHS is decreasing in ih, equality in equation (10) defines the 

maximum value of e at which h-firms want to separate. 

By looking at unrestricted profits, profits in pooling equilibriui:n, and profits when 

h-firms overborrow to separa.te themselves from 1-firms, the optima! choice of_ e o~ 

h-firms, li/, is: 

{ 

f• for l ~ eh 
R,ii• = l: for l > ih and ( 1 O) holds 

lii for l > eh and (10) <loes not hold. 

(11) 

Given this optima\ choice of h-firms, and the fact that they are the ones that 

ultimately decide whether or not the equilibrium is pooling or separating, the optimal 

choice of 1-firms is determined as follows: 

et = { e¡ for l ~ lii, or l > tii and (1 O) does not hold 

eh otherwise. 

According to (11)- (12) there are three possible equilibria: 

(12) 

• Natural separation. This is the case where l ~ lii, and h-firms can achieve 

their unrestricted optimum without effort in signalling their type, since 1-firms 

have no incentives to mimic h-firms when the former demand lii units of labor. 

Therefore, 1-firms choose also their unrestricted optimum. Total credit in this 

equilibrium is w[alii + {1 - a)ii] and each type of firm is charged a different 

interest rate. 

e Sepamtion. In this case l > lii, and hence, h-firms have to produce more than 

their unrestricted optimum in order to separa.te from 1-firms. In addition, h-. . . . 

firms will be willing to separate, at a, cost of overproducing, since equation (10) 

holds. Because h-firm·s decide to produce l, 1-fitms will have no incentive to 

mimic h-firms behavior, a~d h~~~~; they 'choose their ·unrestricted optimal level 
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of prc¡<;luc~ion. In t,-iis eijuilibriu_n).; ~otal credi.t is equal to w[o-l + (1 - o:)ii]-~ -, 
This equilibrium can 'aleo be called .costly separation. 

)· 

o Pooli~g. This ·case is also' characterized by l > lii, but it does not payoff to : 

h-firms to overpro"ducé 'in ·¿rder to sep'atáte •from l~firms, ' since (10) does not· ,·- ·1 

4~ld at lh = l. Under -.~hese . ~ondi~ions_ there is a pooling equilibrium, where 
l • • J 

h-firme choose the unrestricted optimum (for an interest rate equal to f), and 

l-'firms inimic this beh'avior because· (7) holds . . Note that ·¡ñ this equilibritim, 

the choice oí l is the optimal one for h-ffrms for the pooling interest rate. ·In 

contrast, 1-firtns ov_erborrO\v, and overproduce, in order to be charged the pooling 

interest rate. Total creoit in ·a pooling equilibrium is wlii, and . without" further 

restrictions on o- and the other parameters, it cannot be compared \vith total 
credit in the previous cases. 

Finally, because the conditions that define each possible outcome are mutually 

exclusive, the equilibrium·'is unique and wili depend on the value of the parameters. 

This issue is addressed in the next section. 

3 Equilibria and Comparative Statics 
. . ; .. , .. 

In this section we characterize the three equilibria, and show the main effects that 

changes in the parameter have º!1 .li½~~tho<>d t~a~ t~o,s,e equi_libr!~ ?~_cu~ .. t-4ore sR.~~i.f- : 
ically, we define ranges of n, and implicitly inflation, at which each possible outcome 

is the equilibrium, and how do they ch'ange with the vah.1~s of q and o-. Fot ·the 

rest··of this section we consider the· case of a1 == ah == 1, so no fir~ has a· pródücti've 

advantage, and they only differ o·ri their demands and probability of default. 

3.1 Equilibria 
•• : f -

Before characterizing the ranges of inflation and n at which the different equilibria 

occur, it is useful to show the follbwing result: .. · 

4 Note Ú1at i~ ·tltis equillbriu~ ,h-fü·~;;·•~verborrow.,' thus total ~~dil increa.ses, but this resnlt is particular to . our 

a.uumption that the demand íaced by 1-lirms grows witli ,inílation (nl ' > .'O), wlrile the dcmnnd íaced by li-fim1s 

rerna.i1111 COl\&tant (nh = 1). More in general, one could assume tlu~t b.olh demanda (ali, but more. rapidly that o( 
·. • . . .. ·: . .. , _, , ·.-· ! . : . .' . '! - • • • . ·, 

h-finns, Therefore, fmancia.l intenned.iation would unambiguou.sly decUne with inflation, 
• ; t' 
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Proposition 1 As n increases, the mínimum value of e at which 1-jirms do not have 

incentives to mimic h -firms increases, that is, 

dl 
dn > O. 

Proof: Define the following expressions: 

, - 1 

A(i) _ . ! (!.)-, -{t·1w)1-(o, 
e; n 

B(i) = Fw - ' ~ 
1 m ~• 

Differentiating equatio11 (8) we have that: 

dl - -
.... . . . dnB(f) = A(i). 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

B(i) corresponds to minus the derivative of profits with respect to i. The first order 

condition for maximization of h-firms implies that B evaluated at iii is zero. Since 

separation occurs at an·i greater or equal than lii, the second ·order condit'ion implies 

that B is positive.' Therefore, 

. dl . A(ñ) s1gn dn = s1gn (, . (16) 

Note that A(l) > A(iX), because A is an increasing function of i and l > fii, Then, 

it is enough to show that A( fii) > O. 

Substituting l by lii· from (4), and-after s<_nne al&ehra, it can be shown that A(iii) 
can written as follows: 

A(fh) = Br¡-, [e:.) , - i - 1] > o, (17) 

which is positive since r¡ > f . 11 

This proposition shows a very intuitive result, namely, if the demands of both 

types of firms get closer, the effort needed by h-firms in order to separate (measured 

in terins of required loan and ip~plied ~mployment) must increase. While (7) is not 

binding, h-firms will produce at their unrestricted optimum, but once they cannot 

naturally separate they must increase f. when n rises if they want to prevent /-firrns 

from pooling. 
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Now, the main result about the characteristics of each equilibrium can be stated 

as íollows: 

Proposition 2 Define n, by: 

n,1/((a,en(c- l)/< - rehw = n,a¡<- l(r¡w)1- '0, 

and np by: 

where l is defined by: 

Then, 

(i) n, exists and for all n E [O, n,] the equilibrium is natural separating. 

(ii) For ali n E [n,, min { np, 1}] the equilibrium is separating. 

(iii) If np < l exists, then fo,• n E [n¡,, 1] the equilibrium is pooling. 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

Proof: · (i) Note first that for n = O there is, trivially, natural separation. At the 

other extreme, when n = 1, the RHS of (7) is equal to (rrw)1-<0, while the LHS 

evaluated at ih is equal to (rw )1- (lJ, and is greater than the RHS. Therefore, at the 

unrestricted optimum for h-füms, l-firms prefer to pool, and hen·ce, natural separation 

canno't prevail at n = l. Finally, the proof of existence of a unique value of n., < 1 is 

completed by noting that the LHS of (7) increase faster than the RHS (see proof to 

propositiort 1). 

(ii) n., is defined when (7) holds for eh, and hence natural separation is no longer 

feasible. To show that the equilibrium is scparating, instead of jumping straight to 

pooling equilibrium, one needs to show that for n slightly greater than _n., h-firms 
, 

prefer to separa.te. This is a consequence of the envelope theorem: a small increase 

in ih implies a second order loss, while the decline· in profits is discr
0

~t~ since ~ ,~ould 

rise from t'h to f . 

(iii) Comparing equations (18) and (20) it can be seen that l > eh, and hence, by 

proposition 1, np > n.,. The variable fis the maximum value at which h-firms want 

to separate. As n increases slightly ah ove n¡,, eh must rise a.hove l (proposition · 1 ), 

which is not in the interest of h-firms beca.use (10) would not hold, and hence, they 

prefer to pool. 11 
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This proposition establishes that when the deman<l functions, and hence profitabil

ity, of both firms are far apart, the equilibrium is natural-separation. Since /-firms 

need to overproduce a large amount of goods to mimic h-firms when n is low, the 

benefits from obtaining a low interest ra.te do not offset the costs of overproducing. 

Then, the proposition shows that when natural separation is not feasible, h-firms 

still prefer to separate, but for this to happcn, th~y need to produce beyond their 

unrestricted optimum, instead of ,villing to accept pooling. The proof is straight

forward, since it relies on the envelope theorem: a small change in fh around its 

optimum leads to second order losses, while a step increase· in the interest rate leads 

to a first order loss. Finally, the proposition establishes that there may be a point at 

which separation becomes too expensive for h-firms, so they "give up11 and accept the 

pooling equilibrium. However, the existen ce of this region depends on the parameter 

values, issue which we discuss below. 

The result of proposition 1 is summarized in figure 1. The demand for loans when 

n is low, and hence inflation is different for each type of firms. Thus the type of 

each firm is fully revealed by the size of the loan requested. As inflation increascs, 

and consequently n also increases, h-firms have to borrow above their unrestricte<l 

optimal to signal that they are of the high type. Finally, for n = nP separation is too 

costly and the equilibrium is pooling. 

3.2 Comparative Statics 

There are two comparative exercises that are relevant to study. First, the effects of 

a, the fraction of h-firrns in the total, on n~ and np, and, second, the effects of q, the 

probability of no default, on the same variables. The effects of changes in a can be 

summarized in the following proposition: 

Proposition 3 

dn~ 
- <O 
da 

and 
dnp 
-[-<o. 
ca 

Proof: For dn~/ da < O, it is enough to take derivatives to equation (18) and use the 

fact that A(ih) > O (see proof of proposition 1). 

For dnp/ da < O note that the LI-IS of (20) is <lecreasing in l , and so if a, and 

consequently f, declines, the value of l will <lecreasc, which requires a decline in n.P 
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to preserve the equality. 11 . ·.: . 

The intuition for t~is result is simple. lf a is low, there are few h-firms, in which 

case r¡ is not too different from f, so 1-firms <lo not have much incentive to pool. In .. 
contrast, when a is high, 1-firi:ns }}ave a big incentive to look like h-firms, since they 

may enjoy a big reduction in interest rates by pooling. This implies that ( costly) 

separation and pooling are more 'like'Iy to occur: Figure 2 summarizes the effects of 

a on n, and np. As a goes to ·zerc~ n, go6s fo one, since there is no incentive for 

pooling. It can be easily sh·owri that for a close to one there is a region in which 

pooling exists, which also proves that under certain parameter configurations pooling 

equilibriúm exists. 

The comparative statics results for q are less clear cut, because changes in q affect 

f, in the same way as the effects of a, and also affects r1• An increase in q reduces 

f, increasing the incentives for pooling. But, contrary to the case of a change in o, 

an increase in q also reduces r,, reducing the incentives for pooling. In general, both 

effects operate in different directions, but it can be shown that for q:around 'zeró 'the 

followirig results · hold: 

Proposition 4 For q close to zem, 

dn, O - > 
~q 

Proof: Di_fferentiating equation (18): 

and 
dnp 
dq > O. 

dn ¡1 (e·) ·~1 l dr · · d1·, 
dq, ¡ n: - (r,w)1- '0 =e~wdq - (t - l)n.,w(wr,t'Odq' (21) 

the term in square brackets is positive (because A(eii) > O), while the first term at 

the RHS is negative, and the second positive. However, for q around zero the RHS 

goes to oo, since d,·,/ dq goes to - oo. This shows that dn.,/ dq around zero is positive. 

Similarly, differentiating equation (20): · · · · 
. "( ,,. 

(22) 
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By differentiating equation (19) -it .can be shown that df/dq i"s negative, but bounded, 

while dr,/ dq goes· to - oo when q goes to zero. Therefore, for q close to zero dnv/ dq 

is positive, which completes the proof. · 11 

Note that changes in q have the opposite effects on n, and np than changes in 

a . Indeed, this proposition shows that the effects of q on r, are quantitatively more 

important than the effects of q on F when q is close to zero.3 Figure 3 shows the 

relationship between n, and np, and q, assuming that the comparative statics result 

for q close to zero hold for all the other values of q. Note that in the limit, when q 

goes to one, 1-firms have no incentives to mimic h-firms behaviors, and hence, for all 

values of n natural separation is achieved. 

Summarizing, in this section we have shown that an increase in the fraction of h
firms increases the incentives for pooling, reducing the range of values of n for which 

natural separation is achieved. On the other hand, a decline in the probability of 

default reduces the incentives for pooling, making more likely natural separation. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented a model where inflation induces informational frictions 

that affects credit markets equilibrium. Infla.tion affects the relative profitability 

among firms, generating incentives for low-productivity firms to mimic the behavior 

of high-productivity firms. When inflation is low the equilibrium is such that there 

is full revelation of information. Each type of firm reveals its type when demanding 

working capital. However, as inflation riscs high-productivity firms may need to 

overborrow, and consequently overproduce, in order to signal their type. In contrast, 

low-productivity firms have the incentive to mimic high-productivity firms in order 

to be charged a lower interest rate. 

We ha.ve shown that depending on inflation, there are three types of equilibria. 

For low rates of inflation, the equilibrium is fully revealing and neither firm have the 

incentive to deviate from their unrestricted optimum. At modera.te rates of inflation, 

the equilibrium is fully revealing, but high-productivity firms have to overproduce in 

5It can be easily verlfied that while both r 1 and f foil with q, lhe difference r1 - f also fa\ls with q, showing that 

the effecta oí q on r1 are greate;· than the effecl~ on f. 
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order to signal their type, a.nd to receive a bett~r loan contract. Finally, at high rates 

of inflation it may not payoff for high-productivity flrms to signal their type, and 

hence this may result in a pooling equilibrium, where firms cannot be distinguish.ed 
, . ,. 

in equilibrium. It is important to note that the inefficiencies of inflation identified 

in this paper occur discretely. That is, small changes in the rate of inflation máy 

not ha.ve consequences in the type of equilibrium. Instead, significant changes in the 

rate of inflation, may not only induce the standard costa of inflation traditionally 

discussed in macroeconomics, but may also induce costly informational inefficiencies. 

Despite the simplifica.tions of this model, we think that the mechanisms we discuss 

in this paper are potentially relevant for a number of applications. First, it may 

provide new insights on the effects of inflation on economic growth. The inability of 

financial intermediaries to distinguish the riskiness associated to different customers 

may have consequences on the ability of financial markets to allocate credit and foster 

economic growth. Second, it may also help to explain the marked recovery of credit 

to the prívate sector after a stabilization program is successfully implemented. This 

effect, in turn, may explain why at the Ón~et of sorne stabilizati9n programs there is 
. • '- I• ,: •• 

a boom rather than, as usúally thought, a recessio~ . . 
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